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The past 15 years have seen significant advances in
the study of olfaction, with particular emphasis on
elucidating the molecular building blocks of the sen-
sory process. However, much of the systems-level
organization of olfaction remains unexplored. Here,
we provide an overview at this level, highlighting re-
sults obtained from studying humans, whom we think
provide an underutilized, yet critical, animal model for
olfaction.
Introduction
A primary goal of the study of sensory processing is
to characterize the perceptual space and its relation
to the stimulus space. In vision, photon density maps
onto brightness, and photon wavelength, onto per-
ceived color. In audition, vibrations in the air map onto
perceived volume and pitch. In olfaction, although it is
agreed that the stimulus consists of volatile molecules,
other than the relationship between stimulus concentra-
tion and perceived intensity, there is little consensus as
to which aspects of the stimulus are connected with
which aspects of perceptual experience. Indeed, there
is not a perfumer or scientist who can predict the smell
of a novel chemical structure or the chemical structure
of a novel smell. The best way to address this question
is by linking three types of data: (1) structural aspects
of odorants, (2) odorant-induced neural activity, and (3)
odor percepts. The only animals that can generate reli-
able odor percepts are humans. Considering that one
can also measure neural activity at most levels of the hu-
man olfactory system, it is our opinion that humans rep-
resent a promising animal model for the study of olfac-
tion. We will proceed to defend this opinion with both
psychophysical evidence for strong human olfactory
abilities and physiological evidence for the feasibility
of recording neural activity from the human olfactory
system.
What Can Humans Do with Their Noses?
Although olfactory feats are typically associated with
macrosmatic mammals such as dogs, rats, and pigs, hu-
mans possess an extraordinary, if underappreciated,
sense of smell (Shepherd, 2004). For example, although
we all appreciate that dogs can identify humans by their
odor (Schoon and Debruin, 1994), we don’t all appreci-
ate that, reciprocally, humans can identify dogs by their
odor (Wells and Hepper, 2000). Likewise, we appreciate
the primacy of olfaction in the interaction between a rab-
bit and its pups (Schaal et al., 2003), but we don’t all ap-
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smell (Porter et al., 1983), and human babies can identify
the smell of their breast-feeding mothers by 6 days after
birth (Macfarelane, 1975; Schaal et al., 1980). Finally,
that an Italian Lagotto Romagnolo dog can locate a truf-
fle by its smell is appreciated by all who like to eat truf-
fles, but that humans can spatially localize an odorant in
a laboratory setting (von Be´ke´sy, 1964; Porter et al.,
2005) is both controversial (Kobal et al., 1989; Radil
and Wysocki, 1998; Schneider and Schmidt, 1967) and
appreciated by only few.
Whereas the above examples depict anecdotal obser-
vations, the overall abilities of human olfaction have
been characterized in a large body of psychophysical re-
search. This research can be reviewed in correspon-
dence with the intrinsic hierarchy of olfactory process-
ing: the initial behavior of olfactory detection; followed
by the more demanding task of olfactory discrimination;
and culminating in the pinnacle of olfactory processing,
namely olfactory identification, whereby an odorant is
detected, discriminated, and paired with relevant mem-
ories. In the case of humans, identification also consists
of pairing the odor with an appropriate linguistic label.
Olfactory Detection
Disappointingly, much of the psychophysical literature
is marred by inconsistency stemming from clearly iden-
tified sources of variance. Chief amongst these are
methods of odorant delivery and the application of sta-
tistical criteria. The latter has been especially critical in
the determination of absolute detection thresholds.
For example, a range of six orders of magnitude in de-
tection threshold has been reported across laboratories
for some odorants (Amoore and Hautala, 1983). Results
have also been highly variable within laboratories across
individuals (Brown et al., 1968; Yoshida, 1984) and within
individuals across time (Stevens et al., 1988). However,
application of strict statistical criteria and careful odor-
ant delivery together reveal stable odorant detection
thresholds (Cain and Gent, 1991; Linschoten et al.,
2001; Walker et al., 2003).
Exactly how good are humans at detecting odorants?
The human nose is an impressive detection device. For
example, the odorant ethyl mercaptan, which is often
added as a warning sign to propane, can be detected
at concentrations far below 1 part per billion (ppb), typ-
ically as low as 0.2 ppb (Whisman et al., 1978). This is
equivalent to detecting approximately three drops of
odorant within an Olympic-sized swimming pool—given
two pools, a human could detect which pool contained
the three drops of odorant! Humans are not only good
olfactory detectors inherently; they can also improve
with practice. Repeated practice at detection can signif-
icantly reduce the detection threshold for a given odor-
ant, an effect that is significantly more robust in women
than in men (Dalton et al., 2002). Furthermore, at least for
the odorant androstenone, humans who are completely
unable to detect its odor can develop the ability to de-
tect it after repeated exposure to it (Wysocki et al.,
1989). How do these standards of performance compare
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direct comparisons, Matthias Laska and colleagues
have amassed detection threshold data for several
odorants that were tested across species. They found
that rodents outperform monkeys for some odorants,
but monkeys outperform rodents for others. Similarly,
monkeys outperform humans for some odorants, but
humans outperform monkeys for others. Thus, any
cross-species comparison of olfactory detection thresh-
old must consider the behavioral relevance of the odor-
ants tested (Laska et al., 2005). Finally, it is important to
note that detection thresholds reported for nonhuman
animals have been obtained after hundreds, sometimes
thousands, of training trials. In contrast, because human
subjects can acquire task rules through instructions
rather than trial-and-error, reported human thresholds
have been obtained after minimal training, if any. Con-
sidering the previously noted malleability of olfactory
detection, it is tempting to speculate that extensive
training may reveal detection thresholds in humans
that are significantly lower than those currently reported.
Olfactory Discrimination
In addition to detecting minute quantities of odor, hu-
mans are exceedingly good at discriminating one odor-
ant from another, either in terms of molecular identity or
concentration. The smallest discernable difference in
concentration, or magnitude, constitutes the standard
psychophysical entity of ‘‘just noticeable difference’’
(JND). As a rule, JNDs are in constant proportion to
the initial stimulus (Fechner, 1860). This proportion,
called the Weber fraction, can be as low asw7% in ol-
faction (Cain, 1977), which is similar if not smaller than
Weber fractions in human vision and audition (Mueller,
1951). In addition to small differences in concentration,
humans can discriminate the smallest alterations in mo-
lecular structure. For example, humans can discriminate
aliphatic odorants equal in number of carbons, but dif-
fering in functional group (Laska et al., 2000). More im-
pressively, humans can discriminate between odorants
that differ in chain length by one carbon, and the greater
the difference in carbon chain length between any two
odorants, the easier they are to discriminate (Laska
and Freyer, 1997). Still more impressive, humans are
able to discriminate between certain enantiomer pairs
like (+) and (2) carvone. In fact, humans’ ability to dis-
criminate odorants that differ in minute molecular as-
pects is so extreme, that a more telling approach toward
characterizing the olfactory system is to identify molec-
ular differences that humans cannot discriminate. In-
deed, although humans discriminate (+) and (2) car-
vone, they fail to discriminate many other enantiomer
pairs (Laska and Teubner, 1999). Humans also fail to dis-
criminate between odorants in which hydrogen was
substituted with deuterium, thus altering the odorant’s
vibrational mode but not its gross molecular structure
(Keller and Vosshall, 2004).
Olfactory Identification
In addition to detecting odorants and discriminating one
odorant from another, the olfactory system is also built
to identify odorants. For humans, identification consists
of matching the odor with an appropriate linguistic label.
However, if not provided with a small number of alterna-tive identifiers to choose from, humans are surprisingly
poor at naming even common odors, with typical suc-
cess rates at around 50% (de Wijk and Cain, 1994; Law-
less and Engen, 1977). Although odor familiarity can im-
prove subjects ability to identify odors (Homewood and
Stevens, 2001), when not provided with cues, subjects
will often describe the odor as familiar, but will be unable
to name it. This ‘‘tip of the nose’’ phenomenon (Lawless
and Engen, 1977) can be considered analogous to the
‘‘tip of the tongue’’ phenomenon in word recall (Brown
and MacNeill, 1966). The poor ability of humans to iden-
tify odor names has shaped standard tests of olfactory
identification, which are generally designed in a forced
multiple choice format. The most widely used of these
tests is the ‘‘University of Pennsylvania Smell Identifica-
tion Test’’ (UPSIT) (Doty et al., 1984a, 1984b). This test
consists of 40 microencapsulated odorants that sub-
jects have to ‘‘scratch and sniff.’’ For each odorant, the
task is to choose from four alternative labels the one
that best describes each odor.
Whereas humans often experience difficulty in gener-
ating odorant names, they rarely have difficulty in apply-
ing general descriptors related to odorant characteris-
tics. The primary perceptual aspect that subjects use to
describe odorants is valence (pleasantness) (Schiffman,
1974). Odor-grouping experiments consistently find that
valence is the most salient dimension of olfactory per-
ception (Berglund et al., 1973; Schiffman et al., 1977).
For example, in the Atlas of Odor Character Profiles,
Dravnieks compiled profiles of 160 different odors with
each rated according to 146 different verbal descriptors
(Dravnieks, 1985). Principal component analysis (PCA)
of these data revealed that the pairwise distance be-
tween two odorants along the first principal component
was strongly correlated with the pairwise difference in
odorant pleasantness (unpublished data, N.S.) (Figure 1).
In other words, pleasantness was the primary dimension
of the olfactory perceptual space.
Systems-Level Organization of Olfaction
Compared to the study of vision and audition, the study
of olfaction has followed an odd path. In the case of the
two former modalities, the history of the research con-
sists of the initial thorough depiction of behavioral phe-
nomena and the following careful characterization of
neuroanatomical connectivity and electrophysiological
activity as it pertains to the previously observed and
quantified behavior. Together, a well defined behavioral,
neuroanatomical, and electrophysiological character-
ization provided an image of what is referred to as the
‘‘systems-level’’ organization of the sensory system.
Such systems-level understanding of sensory process-
ing then served as a guide to applying methods of mo-
lecular biology and genetics that served to elucidate
the building blocks of the sensory process under con-
sideration. In turn, whereas the molecular and genetic
building blocks of olfaction have been elegantly deci-
phered, much of systems-level olfaction, namely the be-
havior, neuroanatomy, and electrophysiological mecha-
nisms of olfaction, remain either overlooked or poorly
defined. This anomaly can result in a tendency to try
to understand olfaction ‘‘from the bottom up’’ or, in
other words, to depict the systems-level organization
of olfaction by describing the organization of olfactory
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sion. Although the latter are of course critical for a com-
plete understanding of olfaction, they cannot substitute
for systems-level characterization. In this review, we will
describe systems-level neural substrates that subserve
the previously described behaviors. We will concen-
trate, whenever possible, on results in humans, but we
will describe research in other animals whenever neces-
sary, as this is critical to our current understanding of
olfaction.
In broad overview, mammalian olfaction starts with a
sniff that serves both to modulate patterns of activity
throughout the olfactory system, priming it for the arrival
of odor, and to physically transport the odorants to the
olfactory epithelium in the nose. Here initiates an olfac-
tory process that occurs across a neuroanatomical
hierarchy that roughly corresponds to the previously de-
scribed psychophysical hierarchy. First, odorant mole-
cules are transduced into neural signals at receptors
that line the epithelium. The transduced information is
relayed via the olfactory nerve to the olfactory bulb,
where input from same-type receptors converges. Pat-
terns of activity within the olfactory bulb may enable
discrimination of one odorant from another. Finally, ol-
factory information is relayed via the olfactory tract di-
rectly to olfactory cortex that inhabits the ventral aspect
of the brain, at the junction of temporal and frontal lobes.
It is assumed that here olfactory information is repre-
sented in the form of odor objects, linked to previous
memories and to linguistic representations. Olfactory in-
formation is then relayed extensively throughout the
brain, where it influences affect, attention, and cognition.
Figure 1. Hedonic Primacy in Olfactory Perception
After conducting principal components analysis on the odorant de-
scriptors in the Dravnieks atlas of odor character profiles, an odor
space was generated using the first four principal components
that together explained w90 of the variance. Nine odorants that
span this space were selected (acetophenone, amyl acetate, di-
phenyl oxide, ethyl butyrate, eugenol, guaiacol, heptanal, hexanoic
acid, and phenyl ethanol), and 19 subjects rated the pleasantness
of each odorant and each possible odorant pairwise comparison.
Differences in pleasantness were strongly correlated with distance
along the first principal component. In other words, the first principal
component of odor perception is most likely odorant pleasantness.The Nose
The nose is the first structure along the olfactory path-
way, wherein begins the process of shaping environ-
mental air into an olfactory percept. Despite its crucial
role in olfaction, the nose has received little attention in
olfaction research. The human nose possesses a com-
plex three-dimensional geometry that can be recreated
through casts (Haselton and Sperandio, 1988; Keyhani
et al., 1997) or modeled from CT and MRI data (Zhao
et al., 2004). Measuring of airflow through casts of the
human upper respiratory tract from the trachea to the
nares revealed that inspiratory and expiratory flows
have different properties (Haselton and Sperandio,
1988). Whereas inhalation is multidirectional and laminar
(like flow into a three-dimensional sink), exhalation is
concentrated to a narrow turbulent stream. This pattern
of nasal flow promises minimal reinhalation of exhaled
molecules (Figure 2). Similarly, in dogs, a combination
of Schlieren imaging and light-scattering techniques
has revealed turbulent downward exhalation and omni-
directional inhalation best approximated as a potential
sink flow in which the velocity varies inversely with the
power of the radial distance (Settles et al., 2003). Addi-
tionally, using light-scattering flow visualization techni-
ques revealed that dogs utilized their exhalation tech-
nique to render scent particles airborne when sampling
the odor of an object (Settles et al., 2003) (Figure 3).
Nasal anatomy may also contribute to the behavior of
scent tracking, possibly through comparisons between
stimuli entering each nostril. For example, although con-
troversial (Kobal et al., 1989; Radil and Wysocki, 1998;
Schneider and Schmidt, 1967), differences in timing or
intensity could provide information about where an
odor-emanating object is located in space (von Be´ke´sy,
1964; Porter et al., 2005). A prerequisite for this is that air
sampled by the two nares is at least partially nonover-
lapping. In rats, both inhalation and exhalation are di-
rected laterally, indicating that relatively little overlap oc-
curs (Wilson and Sullivan, 1999). In other words, the two
Figure 2. Schematic Diagram Showing the Operation of the Hypo-
thetical Convective Exchange Mechanism that Takes Place during
Respiration through the Nose
Shown is the position of the expired gas immediately after expiration
and the position of the inhaled gas immediately before inspiration.
The idealized schematic drawing illustrates the small volume of inter-
section between the two regions. (Adapted from Haselton and Sper-
andio, 1988 with permission of the American Physiological Society)
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the environment due to the unique anatomy of the nasal
cavity of these animals.
Nasal structure has been related to olfactory perfor-
mance in humans as well. Measurements made with
magnetic resonance imaging and CT have suggested
a correlation between airway volumes of specific nasal
regions and olfactory performance in tasks such as
odor identification and detection thresholds (Damm
et al., 2002; Hornung et al., 2001; Leopold, 1988). These
studies converge to remind us that olfaction is an active
process whereby organisms utilize a sniffing nose to
shape and enhance the vapor pulse that is finally pre-
sented to the sensory machinery, rather than simply re-
flect the spatial and temporal properties of the original
stimulus outside the nose. The shape of the nose, both
internal and external, is a significant factor in the olfac-
tory feats performed by humans and other animals.
Olfactory Epithelium
The olfactory epithelium, situated bilaterally on the roof
of the nasal cavity, contains in humansw7 million olfac-
tory sensory neurons on each side (Rawson and Gomez,
2002). Each neuron sends a process to the surface of the
epithelium where it ends in cilia that express only one or,
rarely, two (Goldman et al., 2005) types of 7-transmem-
brane G protein-coupled olfactory receptors (Buck,
1996; Brunet et al., 1996). There are w1000 different
types of olfactory receptors in mammals (Buck and Axel,
1991), although onlyw400 of them are expressed in hu-
mans (Gilad and Lancet, 2003). Each receptor type is
scattered within one of four nasal cavity anterior-posterior
zones, distributed therein among other receptor types
(Buck, 1996). Odorants bind to these receptors, trigger-
ing transduction cascades that lead to depolarization
(Buck, 1995; Krieger et al., 1999; Schild and Restrepo,
1998). An olfactory sensory neuron typically responds
to more than one odorant type with temporally pat-
terned bursts of action potentials, and a given odorant
will activate more than one receptor type (Duchamp-
Viret and Duchamp, 1997; Gesteland et al., 1965; Kraut-
wurst et al., 1998; Malnic et al., 1999; Touhara et al.,
1999). Considering that same-type receptors converge
onto distinct locations in the olfactory bulb, the molecu-
Figure 3. Imaging the Canine Sniff
On the left, an image of a dog performing olfactory exploration, ob-
tained using particle light scattering to show the effect of entrain-
ment by expired air jets. On the right is a diagram highlighting the ef-
fects of the direction of expired air on particles on the ground.
(Image courtesy of G.S. Settles)lar tuning curve or specificity of olfactory receptors is
considered the initial key determinant of olfactory cod-
ing. In other words, implicit in the current view of olfac-
tory coding is that it doesn’t matter where in the epithe-
lium a receptor resides; it is rather the identity of the
activated receptors that alone determines the eventual
percept.
However, before discovering the odorant-specificity
of olfactory receptors, it was widely held that odorant
identity was spatially coded along the surface of the ep-
ithelium. Several lines of evidence indicated that differ-
ent odorants are absorbed at the epithelium at different
rates (Kurtz et al., 2004; Mozell and Jagodowicz, 1973)
and therefore induce different spatial, and spatiotempo-
ral, patterns of activity along the epithelium (Kent et al.,
2003; Mozell, 1966). Although one may now argue that
these patterns are merely an artifact of receptor spatial
distribution, they are nevertheless robust and predictive
of odorant identification in rats (Kent et al., 2003). Criti-
cally, these patterns are influenced by the direction
and rate of airflow across the mucosa in a manner that
interacts with a given odorant’s solubility in the mucosa
(Schoenfeld and Cleland, 2005). For example, whereas
a highly soluble odorant will induce a larger response
in the olfactory nerve if flowed across the mucosa in
a fast rather than slow airflow, a poorly soluble odorant
will induce a larger response in the olfactory nerve if
flowed across the mucosa in a slow rather than fast air-
flow (Mozell et al., 1991).
Whereas invasive experiments in animals have artifi-
cially varied the rate of airflow across the epithelium
with the goal of quantifying resultant changes in activa-
tion patterns, experiments conducted in humans have
taken advantage of the simple fact that the rate of airflow
is naturally higher in one nostril than in the other. Sobel
et al. set out to test the hypothesis that the higher-
airflow-rate nostril and lower-airflow-rate nostril would
each be better tuned to a different aspect of an odor
mixture (Sobel et al., 1999a). They predicted that a high-
solubility odorant would obtain higher perceptual sa-
lience when delivered at a high airflow versus low air-
flow, while a low-solubility odorant would obtain higher
perceptual salience when delivered at a low airflow
versus high airflow. To test this prediction, 20 subjects
performed a task in which they took monorhinal sniffs
of a mixture containing (2) carvone (high solubility) and
octane (low solubility) and were asked to judge the com-
position of the mixture on each trial. Subjects were de-
ceived and told that mixtures would be different on
each trial, although they were always the same (equally
proportioned). Each subject performed 20 trials with
each nostril. As predicted, even though the mixture
was always the same, 17 of 20 subjects judged the mix-
ture to have higher (2) carvone content when using the
high-airflow nostril and higher octane content when us-
ing the low-airflow nostril (Figure 4). This finding sug-
gested that the olfactory content obtained from each
nostril in a given sniff is different and is related to sniff
airflow. Each nostril is slightly better tuned to odorants
that optimally sorb to the mucosa at the current airflow
rate in that nostril. In this respect, olfaction joins vision
and audition, in which each receptive surface (eye, ear,
or nostril) sends the brain a slightly offset image of the
sensory content. In vision, this offset serves to increase
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435Figure 4. The Two Nostrils Convey Different Olfactory Information to the Brain
(A) MRI of the nasal passages, showing the high-airflow nostril (on the left) and the low-airflow nostril (on the right). (B) The interaction between
airflow rate and odorant solubility, which results in a different magnitude of olfactory response. (C) On each of ten trials, subjects smelled an
identical binary mixture of octane and (2) carvone, using either the left or right nostril. They then judged the composition of the mixture. Using
the high-flow rate nostril (green), the average judgment was that the mixture consisted of 55% (2) carvone and 45% octane. Using the low-flow
rate nostril (red), the judgment was that it consisted of 61% octane and 39% (2) carvone. (Adapted from Sobel et al., 1999a)depth perception. In audition, this offset serves to en-
able spatial localization of sound. The functional signifi-
cance of this offset in olfaction remains to be described.
Human Epithelium
Olfactory sensory neurons are the only true neurons in di-
rect contact with the environment and are thus readily ac-
cessible. Furthermore, considering their continual regen-
eration (Graziadei and Monti Graziadei, 1983), they can
afford some level of insult for experimental purposes.
Considering that humans are the only animal that can
provide a reliable measure of odor quality (e.g., identity,
pleasantness, intensity), human olfactory receptor neu-
rons represent an absolutely singular opportunity to re-
late the sensory percept to activity in sensory neurons.
Human Olfactory Epithelium In Vivo
One method of studying human epithelium entails the
intranasal recording of the electro-olfactogram. This
method has been used extensively to study the epi-
thelium of frogs, rats and dogs, where the electro-
olfactogram return to baseline is odorant specific and
amplitude is proportional to log odorant concentration,
different at different locations along the epithelium, dif-
ferent as a function of airflow patterns across the epithe-
lium, and linked to the extent of olfactory epithelium pig-
mentation (Chaput, 2000; Hosoya and Yoshida, 1937;
Ottoson, 1956; Scott et al., 1996).
The process of recording the human electro-olfacto-
gram in vivo involves the endoscopy-guided insertionof a tubular electrode into the nasal cavity. The epithelial
signal recorded by this electrode represents the sum of
generator potentials from olfactory sensory neurons
(Kobal, 1981; Scott and Scott-Johnson, 2002). Intranasal
recordings have been used to probe several open ques-
tions in olfaction. The first was the distribution of olfac-
tory epithelium in the human nasal cavity. In seven sub-
jects, nine different recording sites situated above or
below the anterior middle turbinate were identified.
Olfactory-positive biopsy specimens were found up to
22 mm anterior to the olfactory cleft. These results im-
plied that the extent of the human olfactory area was
around 2 cm more anterior than that previously reported
(Leopold et al., 2000). This finding is significant in that
it points to increased accessibility for experimental
purposes.
A second question addressed with use of the electro-
olfactogram involves a key behavioral feature of olfac-
tion, namely adaptation. Adaptation, in all sensory sys-
tems, is the waning of response with stimulus repetition.
Mechanisms of adaptation are present at all levels of the
olfactory system: epithelium, bulb, and cortex. In an at-
tempt to quantify the relative contribution of adaptation
at these different levels to the end perceptual adapta-
tion, Hummel et al. (1996) compared the electro-olfacto-
gram to intensity ratings obtained during repeated pre-
sentations of odorant. They found that with repeated
odorant presentation, the response from the epithelium
decreased by only about 20% while the intensity ratings
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interpreted to imply a significant central rather than
peripheral component in adaptation (Hummel et al.,
1996). This experiment provides an excellent example
of the power of utilizing human psychophysical ratings
in combination with measuring neural activity.
Finally, a third use of the electro-olfactogram was as-
sessing the role of the epithelium in experience-depen-
dent acquired olfactory capabilities. As previously
noted, when people who are unable to detect the odor
of androstenone are repeatedly exposed to androste-
none, they can develop the ability to detect it (Mainland
et al., 2002; Wysocki et al., 1989). One may ask: ‘‘Where
in the olfactory system was the plasticity that enabled
the behavioral change?’’ One possibility is that plasticity
occurred at the level of the epithelium. Specifically, ex-
posure to the odorant may have either initiated or in-
creased the expression of one or several receptor types
in what can be likened to an immune response (Wang
et al., 2004; Yee and Wysocki, 2001). In contrast, the
plasticity may have occurred at a bulbar/cortical level.
Specifically, the epithelium may have been sending to
bulb/cortex an identical message both before and after
repeated exposure, but, over time, the bulb/cortex may
have learned to make sense of what was previously
a senseless message. To dissociate these two possibil-
ities, the electro-olfactogram was repeatedly measured
from the epithelium in the nose and olfactory event-
related potentials, from the scalp, concomitantly with an
androstenone exposure paradigm (Wang et al., 2004).
Increased androstenone detection was associated with
changes in both the electro-olfactogram and olfactory
event-related potentials. The authors concluded that
a modified electro-olfactogram necessarily implies plas-
ticity and change at the level of the epithelium. A study
by Mainland et al. (2002) pointed toward the opposite
conclusion. These authors repeatedly exposed only
one nostril of androstenone nondetectors to androste-
none and then tested the unexposed nostril for detec-
tion. Following exposure, both the exposed and the
naive nostrils could detect androstenone, effectively
doubling their detection accuracy. Since the two olfac-
tory epithelia are not neurally connected at the periph-
eral level, Mainland et al. concluded that learning oc-
curred via a central brain mechanism, such as the
olfactory bulb or cortex, that shared information from
both nostrils. A conclusion consistent with both data
sets is that exposure may induce changes at both the
peripheral and central levels. Repeated exposure may
indeed lead to increased expression of receptors at
the epithelial level (Yee and Wysocki, 2001), as well as
an increased ability of the brain to make sense of a pre-
viously senseless message (Mainland et al., 2002).
Human Olfactory Epithelium In Vitro
Human olfactory epithelium can be harvested. One can
either harvest tiny epithelial patches (w1 mm3) from
healthy volunteers or obtain larger patches of epithelium
from residual tissue extracted during various surgical
procedures. One may then culture the tissue and pro-
ceed to apply various cellular and molecular methods
in order to probe the receptor response to applied
odorants (Gomez et al., 2000; Hahn et al., 2005a,
2005b; Jafek et al., 2002; Lovell et al., 1982; Rawson
et al., 1997).Despite the potential power of probing the response
properties of individual human olfactory receptor neu-
rons, few studies have done so. Using calcium imaging
on freshly isolated neurons from nasal biopsies sug-
gested that some (though not all) human olfactory sen-
sory neurons responded to odorants with a decrease
in intracellular calcium concentration, rather than an in-
crease, as seen in other species (Rawson et al., 1997).
Additionally, human sensory neurons were unique in
that no single neuron responded to more than one
type of odor or mixture (Rawson et al., 1997). Recent re-
sults from domestic cat olfactory sensory neurons also
found decreases in intracellular calcium concentration,
implying that this response pattern may not be unique
to humans (Gomez et al., 2005).
Olfactory Bulb
Olfactory sensory neurons project from the epithelium
via the olfactory nerve and through the cribriform plate
onto mitral and tufted cells located in the first cortical ol-
factory structure—the olfactory bulb—where they form
spheroid units termed glomeruli. Each olfactory sensory
neuron innervates a single glomerulus, and each glo-
merulus is innervated by sensory neurons expressing
the same type of receptor only (Firestein, 2001; Mom-
baerts, 1999). Thus, this processing stage enables
a powerful convergence of input. In addition to input
from olfactory sensory neurons, mitral and tufted cells
receive extensive centrifugal input from central brain
mechanisms, and numerous local interneurons form
connections between cells within the bulb.
Combined efforts using multiple methods in both ver-
tebrates and invertebrates converge to indicate that
odors are represented by specific spatiotemporal com-
binatorial patterns of activated glomeruli (Buck, 2004;
Kauer and White, 2001; Leon and Johnson, 2003; Xu
et al., 2003). In a series of studies, Johnson and Leon ex-
posed awake behaving rats to odorants systematically
varied along several molecular dimensions of odorant
structure. They then measured uptake of radiolabeled
2-deoxyglocuse (2DG) in order to map the pattern of bul-
bar response. They found that odorant molecules con-
taining the same functional groups activated the same
areas of the bulb (Johnson et al., 1998), that the focus
of activation shifted ventrally with increasing odorant
carbon chain length (Johnson and Leon, 2000b), and
that, as the complexity of the odorant molecule in-
creased (the number of functional groups), so did the
complexity of the spatial activation pattern in the olfac-
tory bulb (Johnson et al., 1998). In view of these results,
the authors used the term ‘‘module’’ to describe a group
of glomeruli that consistently respond to a given odorant
feature, and they suggested that odorant identity is en-
coded in a chemotopic modular map. Further evidence
suggested that this map may be sharpened through
a process similar to lateral inhibition (Egger et al.,
2003; Mori and Shepherd, 1994).
Although these findings converge to strongly support
the notion of spatially encoded representations of mo-
lecular properties in the olfactory bulb, one conflicting
finding has been difficult to reconcile with this growing
consensus. Rats with up to 80% of their olfactory bulb
lesioned appeared to perform as well as control animals
at olfactory detection and discrimination tasks (Lu and
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437Figure 5. Series of Response Correlation
Maps
Using optical imaging and voltage-sensitive
dye, maps were constructed by correlating
the glomerular activation patterns with the
change in membrane potentials at different
steps after the odor onset. Here, measures
for a mitral cell shown from the time of initia-
tion of odor to 4 s after odor onset (‘‘on’’ indi-
cates a frame during odor presentation, and
‘‘off’’ indicates frames after odor presenta-
tion). Each frame = 200 ms. This figure shows
temporal changes in response patterns de-
veloping in the bulb following odor stimula-
tion. (Adapted from Luo and Katz, 2001, with
permission from Elsevier)Slotnick, 1998). Further, rats with their entire olfactory
bulb removed were able to detect and discriminate
among a variety of odors (Slotnick et al., 2004). On the
face of it, these findings are at odds with the notion of
spatial encoding of odor on the surface of the olfactory
bulb.
One way to reconcile the bulbar lesion findings with
the 2DG findings is to consider the possibility that the
acute pattern of bulbar activation is more distributed
than the pattern revealed in 2DG. Specifically, 2DG is
based on prolonged odorant exposure lasting up to 45
min. Therefore, a more short-lived odorant exposure
could reveal a more distributed spatial pattern that
would be more resistant to the effects of bulbar lesions.
A second (yet related) way to reconcile the bulbar le-
sion findings with previous findings is through the idea
that activation in the olfactory bulb has both spatial
and temporal aspects. Thus, in the forced absence of
a full set of glomeruli, and, therefore, with a limited spa-
tial domain, it is possible that the bulb compensates by
encoding temporally. Temporal dynamics of bulbar re-
sponses are not observable by imaging methods such
as 2DG. Instead, techniques with high temporal resolu-
tion are required in order to observe the evolution of
the response pattern in the bulb over time. When techni-
ques such as these are employed, glomeruli appear to
be activated at different times and to different degrees
by different odorants. Luo and Katz combined intracel-
lular recordings with optical imaging to produce re-
sponse correlation maps, constructed by correlating
fluctuations in membrane potential and firing rate during
odorant presentations with patterns of glomerular acti-
vation (Luo and Katz, 2001). They found that the re-
sponse correlation maps changed over time both during
and after odorant application (Figure 5). Similarly, using
voltage-sensitive dye imaging, Spors and Grinvald
found spatial patterns that were odor specific and dy-
namic over timescales of milliseconds to hundreds of
milliseconds (Spors and Grinvald, 2002). Increasing
odor concentration reduced the response latency, in-
creased response magnitude, and increased the spatial
extent of the response. In other words, in the mamma-
lian olfactory bulb, odor identity and concentration are
represented by both spatial and temporal patterns.In addition to odorant-induced alteration in the spatial
pattern of glomerular response and the temporal dy-
namics within each glomerulus, odorant stimulation
also induces oscillations throughout the olfactory bulb.
These are apparent in numerous species including
mammals and invertebrates (Adrian, 1942; Hughes
et al., 1970; Laurent et al., 1996; MacLeod et al., 1998;
Teyke and Gelperin, 1999). Several studies suggest
that oscillatory synchronization in the bulb is function-
ally relevant in invertebrates (Perez-Orive et al., 2002).
In vertebrates, results obtained using a combination of
calcium imaging and voltage-sensitive dye suggest
that oscillations in the olfactory bulb of turtles change
according to the novelty of an odorant (Zochowski and
Cohen, 2005), suggesting that behaviorally relevant ol-
factory information is reflected in the frequency domain
of the response in this vertebrate.
Taken together, the above data point to spatiotempo-
ral coding of odorant molecular features at the level of
the glomeruli, with as yet an unclear role for overall bul-
bar synchronization patterns. That said, one must ask:
‘‘What are the functional dimensions of odor encoded
in this map?’’ Most studies to date have varied the stim-
ulus along recognized aspects of chemical structure,
such as carbon chain length or, in other words, have
tried to devise a stimulus-based map of odor space.
However, as aptly noted by Larry Katz, ‘‘the olfactory
system didn’t evolve to decode the Aldrich catalog of
chemicals’’ (L. Katz, personal communication). Instead,
it is encoding information along perceptual aspects rel-
evant to behavior. Thus, an alternative and complemen-
tary approach may be to relate patterns of bulbar activity
to perception-based rather than stimulus-based maps.
Although an elegant effort has been made to relate elec-
trophysiological activity in the rodent olfactory bulb to
odor perception (Linster and Smith, 1999), the rodent
percept can only be inferred (rodents don’t talk). Only
humans can supply a verbal odorant perceptual de-
scription that is valid and stable across individuals and
over time (Dravnieks, 1982). There have been several ef-
forts to define odor space based on such perceptual
data (Mamlouk et al., 2003), but few efforts, if any, to re-
late this information to patterns of neural activity at any
level of the olfactory system. Indeed, as we will here
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438detail, although the olfactory bulb appears to be the lo-
cus where perceptual space may map onto neural space
in its simplest form, the human olfactory bulb is largely
inaccessible to current measures of recording.
Human Olfactory Bulb
In contrast to the accessibility of human olfactory epi-
thelium, the olfactory bulb is perhaps the least accessi-
ble component of the human olfactory system. On one
hand, its location, nestled against the ventral portion
of the frontal lobe, renders it inaccessible to intranasal
recording electrodes. In turn, its proximity to the sinuses
renders it a poor source of signal for functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI). Finally, its size renders it too
small for probing with positron emission tomography
(PET). Currently we know of one study that managed
to examine responses in the olfactory bulb of humans
during therapeutic neurosurgical operations involving
the necessary exposure of the olfactory bulb and tract
(Hughes et al., 1970). The authors observed a ‘‘back-
ground rhythm’’ of the human olfactory bulb that was
similar to intrinsic waves reported in the early work of
Lord Adrian (Adrian, 1950). They also found that when
an odorant was presented, rhythmical bursts were
observed, similar to the induced waves observed by
Adrian. Taking advantage of patients’ abilities to verbal-
ize their percept, the authors compared activity between
trials with and without successful perceptual detection.
They found that odor detection was accompanied by an
increase in the amplitudes of the responses recorded in
the olfactory bulb and that signal amplitude increased
with increases in odorant intensity. Finally, without the
ability to measure functional activity in the human olfac-
tory bulb, one can try to relate perception to structural
aspects of bulbar organization. However, fMRI bulbar
volume measurements in 36 individuals failed to find a
relationship between bulb volume and olfactory perfor-
mance as assessed by the UPSIT (Yousem et al., 1998).
Whereas direct recording from human olfactory bulb
is currently complicated, results from human psycho-
physics pose a challenging question regarding the
view of odorant intensity coding in olfactory bulb that
has resulted from nonhuman animal studies. The vast
majority of studies addressing odorant intensity coding
have found that increasing the concentration of the stim-
ulus increases the spatial extent of activation in the ol-
factory bulb. In other words, nearby glomeruli are re-
cruited with increasing stimulus concentration (Cinelli
et al., 1987; Johnson et al., 1999; Rubin and Katz,
1999; Sachse and Galizia, 2003; Sato et al., 1994). There
is, however, an interesting exception to this rule.
Whereas the above results were all obtained from anes-
thetized and artificially respirated animals, bulbar 2DG
from unanesthetized freely breathing rats exposed to
four increasing concentrations of five different odorants
did not consistently reveal concentration-dependent
increases in the spatial extent of activity (Johnson and
Leon, 2000a). In fact, the amount of 2DG uptake actually
decreased for the highest concentrations of some of the
odors used (pentanoic acid and hexanone). This finding
is in stark contrast with other results (Figure 6). For ex-
ample, in a study using optical imaging in rats, increas-
ing stimulus concentration resulted in both an increased
number of activated glomeruli and an increased extentof activation of individual glomeruli (Rubin and Katz,
1999).
One possible explanation for this difference is that the
increase in the spatial extent of response was an artifact
of anesthesia. Anesthetics can alter the magnitude of
evoked responses, receptive field properties, and the
first spike latency (Populin, 2005). However, it is more
tempting to link this difference in results to the differ-
ence in behavior. Specifically, most imaging studies
used respirators to artificially approximate a natural
sniff. Critically, most imaging studies used an equi-sized
square wave odorant pulse for all concentrations used,
for example, a 2 s pulse of odorant for each concentra-
tion tested. This overlooks a key aspect of sniffing be-
havior, namely, the robust inverse correlation between
odorant concentration and sniff magnitude. As clearly
revealed in humans, intense odorants are sampled
with mild sniffs, and mild odorants are sampled with vig-
orous sniffs (Laing, 1983). Critically, Johnson et al. re-
vealed that sniffs are modulated to account for odorant
concentration within less than 200 ms of sniff onset
(Johnson et al., 2003). In other words, in a behaving an-
imal the olfactory bulb would never receive equal dura-
tion bouts of information for low and high concentration
odorants, but rather only a brief input for a concentrated
odorant and much longer inputs for diluted odorants.
Thus, using unrealistic stimulation may have suggested
patterns of bulbar activity that are not present in behav-
ing animals.
A final factor in the effects of odorant concentration on
activation patterns in the olfactory bulb is that of odorant
purity. As chemical concentration increases, so do the
concentrations of impurities in the sample. Therefore,
the recruitment of more glomeruli in response to more
concentrated samples may have reflected the increased
salience of impurities in the sample. For example, in the
aforementioned study by Johnson and Leon, two of the
odorants activated different distant glomeruli at higher
concentrations, and these two odorants have been re-
ported to smell differently at different concentrations
(pentanal and 2-hexanone). However, these two odor-
ants were also the least pure of the odorants used (Fig-
ure 6) (pentanal and 2-hexanone), raising the possibility
that the increased spatial extent of activity reflected the
addition of odorants, rather than increased concentra-
tion of one odorant.
Cortical Processing of Odor
With the exception of a few studies that detailed human
olfactory cortex (Eslinger et al., 1982), the vast majority
of data on the anatomy of mammalian olfactory cortex
comes from studies of nonhuman animals, mostly ro-
dents. The degree of correspondence across species
remains unclear. In rodents, bulbar mitral and tufted
cells project directly, and mostly ipsilaterally, via the ol-
factory tract to the cortex. There are a small number of
contralateral connections, most of which project via
the anterior commisure (Shipley and Ennis, 1996). Pri-
mary olfactory cortex has been defined as all brain re-
gions that receive direct input from the olfactory bulb
(Price, 1990). This consists of the anterior olfactory nu-
cleus, the tenia tecta, the olfactory tubercle, piriform
cortex, anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus, periamyg-
daloid cortex, and entorhinal cortex (Carmichael et al.,
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439Figure 6. Representation of Odor Concentration in the Olfactory Bulb
(A) Maps of 2-deoxyglucose uptake across the entire glomerular layer in freely breathing rats exposed to different concentrations of five chem-
ically related odorants. For pentanal and 2-hexanone, black arrows denote spatial components of the response that decreased with increased
odorant concentration. White arrows indicate spatial components of the response present at higher, but not lower, concentrations of the two
odorants. In other words, the response to some odors increased in spatial extent with increasing concentration while the response to other odors
did not. (Adapted from Johnson and Leon, 2000a)
(B) Odor-induced responses obtained via optical imaging in anesthetized rats. Responses are shown to increasing concentrations of amyl ac-
etate (from 0.001% to 100%). Increasing concentration activated increasing numbers of glomeruli. (Adapted from Rubin and Katz, 1999, with
permission from Elsevier)
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440Figure 7. Human Olfactory Cortex
The left panel contains a coronal slice from the atlas of Mai et al. (1997) through the junction of the frontal and temporal lobes. On the right is the
corresponding slice from an MRI image. The piriform (Pir) is outlined in red. The dotted red line denotes the separation into frontal and temporal
piriform. The light blue outline medial to piriform is the olfactory tubercle (Tu). Additional olfactory regions are outlined here with the following
abbreviations: Ent, entorhinal cortex; La, lateral amygdaloid nucleus; BM, basomedial amygdaloid nucleus; PAA, periamygdalar area; PACL,
periamygdalar claustrum; Lo, lateral olfactory tract. (Modified from Porter et al., 2005, with permission from Elsevier)1994; de Olmos et al., 1978; Price, 1973; Turner et al.,
1978) (Figure 7). Each of these cortical subregions proj-
ects information into different areas of the brain (Figure
8). The anterior olfactory nucleus projects to both the
contralateral and ipsilateral piriform cortex and also
back to the contralateral and ipsilateral bulb. The olfac-
tory tubercle projects mostly to the dorsomedial nucleus
of the thalamus. This is the only region in olfactory cor-
tex that does not project back onto the olfactory bulb.
Piriform cortex, the largest recipient of bulbar input,
projects to the dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus,
has direct connections with a wide expanse of orbito-
frontal cortex, and also has reciprocal connections pro-
jecting back to the olfactory bulb. The entorhinal cortex
projects mostly to the hippocampus and also back to
the olfactory bulb, and the amygdala projects mostly
to the hypothalamus and again also projects back to
the olfactory bulb.
As detailed above, two aspects of olfactory cortical
organization are significantly different from the cortical
organization of the other distal senses. The first is the di-
rect projection from second-order sensory neurons tocortex, without a thalamic relay. In broad terms, the thal-
amus serves to gate sensory information based on
states of attention and arousal (Sherman and Guillery,
2001). In olfaction, this process may be achieved intrin-
sically at the level of piriform cortex. For example, when
anesthesia was used to create two states of arousal
analogous to the awake and sleep states, robust re-
sponses to odorants were measured in piriform cortex
during the fast-wave ‘‘awake’’ state, but only weak re-
sponses during the slow-wave ‘‘sleep’’ state (Murakami
et al., 2005). Because recordings from olfactory bulb did
not exhibit this state-dependent behavior, the authors
concluded that the state-dependent activity was the re-
sult of an intrinsic mechanism in piriform cortex. Al-
though top-down modulation of piriform cortex by the
thalamus cannot be completely ruled out as an explana-
tion for this result, it nevertheless points to a fundamen-
tal difference in cortical organization between olfaction
and other distal senses.
A second aspect of olfactory cortical organization that
differentiates it from the cortical organization of other
distal senses is the extent of centrifugal connections
Review
441Figure 8. Central Connections of Olfactory Cortex
Connections are shown from the olfactory epithelium to the olfactory bulb, from the olfactory bulb to central brain structures, and from bulbar
recipients to higher cortical structures. Based on data collected mostly in rodents.from cortex back to the earlier processing levels, which,
in the case of olfaction, is the olfactory bulb. The influ-
ence of these reciprocal projections is manifested in
the response properties of bulbar mitral and tufted cells.
For example, authors of one study utilized behaving rats
trained to discriminate two odors associated with
changing valence and recorded responses from single
mitral cells before and after the changes (Kay and Lau-
rent, 1999). To do this, they created three stages: in
the first, the two odors were both paired with sucrose;
in the second, one odor was paired with quinine, while
the other was paired with sucrose; and in the third,
both odors were paired with sucrose again. They found
that the responses in 94% of mitral cells were indistin-
guishable for the two odors during the first stage
(when they had the same associated valence), but
were significantly different during the second stage
when the associated valences differed. Hence, the ma-
jority of responses were strongly influenced by contex-
tual input, predictably originating via centrifugal con-
nections from central olfactory cortical areas.Although the anatomy and structural organization of
the olfactory cortex is well characterized (Datiche
et al., 1996; Haberly and Price, 1978), much less is
known about how information is processed within these
cortical structures. Evidence obtained mostly through
electrical recording in rodents suggests that a variety
of olfactory-related information is represented within
the many subregions of olfactory cortex. The majority
of these studies have focused on piriform cortex, where
neurons reflect multiple aspects of odor. What is the fate
of olfactory bulb spatial representations of odor once
projected to this level of cortex? This projection was pre-
viously considered to lack topographical organization
(Price and Sprich, 1975), thus preventing maintained
spatial encoding of odor identity in piriform cortex. Re-
cent evidence, however, has called this observation
into question. Zou et al. (2001) used the transneuronal
tracer barley lectin, which can cross multiple synapses
if expressed in the receptors of transgenic mice (Horo-
witz et al., 1999), in order to reveal how input from a par-
ticular olfactory sensory neuron is organized within
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ganization, or clustering, of anterior piriform cortex neu-
rons originating from one olfactory receptor type in mice
(Zou et al., 2001). Additional experiments from the same
group, utilizing c-Fos as a neuronal activation marker,
have revealed that single odorants elicit distinct activa-
tion patterns in anterior piriform cortex, and different
odorants exhibit different but partially overlapping rep-
resentations that were conserved across individuals
(Zou et al., 2005). Similarly, single-unit recordings in
rats suggest that, unlike glomeruli in the bulb that
show strong cross-habituation between odorants with
similar carbon chain lengths, piriform neurons exhibit
habituation patterns that were odor-specific, with rela-
tively little cross habituation between odorants with
chain length differences of as few as two carbons. This
implies that piriform neurons exhibit better odor discrim-
ination than bulbar cells (Wilson, 2000). Taken together,
these findings suggest that some aspects of spatial
odorant representation in the olfactory bulb may be pre-
served in olfactory cortex.
Despite the results of the above studies suggesting a
role for the olfactory cortex in the representation of odor
per se, a hallmark of olfactory cortical activity is its re-
sponsiveness to nonodor events that have been linked
to olfactory content. In a pioneering study, Schoenbaum
and Eichenbaum recorded single-cell activity in piriform
cortex and found that activity was influenced not only by
odor identity but also by odor valence, whether or not
the current odor predicted a positive valence odor for
the next trial, and even by nonolfactory events that
had obtained olfactory significance, like trial initiation
and water consumption (the reward) (Schoenbaum and
Eichenbaum, 1995). In fact, activity patterns of neurons
in piriform were virtually identical to those observed in
orbitofrontal cortex. This study called into question the
classification of piriform cortex as a region that per-
formed mostly odor feature extraction.
The complex role of piriform cortex in olfactory pro-
cessing was further evidenced in a study in which simul-
taneous single-unit recordings were made from bulbar
mitral/tufted cells and anterior piriform neurons. When
exposed to a binary mixture for 10 s, patterns of activity
induced by the mixture in both bulb and cortex were in-
discernible from those induced by the mixture’s compo-
nents. However, after 50 s of exposure, piriform neurons
developed a unique pattern of response to the mixture,
differentiating it from its components. Bulbar neurons
did not develop this response pattern. These findings
suggest that the pairing of odorants through experience
serves to shape representation of odor objects in piri-
form cortex (Wilson, 2003).
Given the large body of evidence that piriform cortex
is involved in associative, behavioral, and memory-
related processes, Haberly has suggested a working hy-
pothesis for olfactory cortex and other cortical olfactory
areas that is in line with results in humans and other
mammals (Haberly, 2001). In this view, shared by others
(Cleland and Linster, 2003), the olfactory bulb functions
as primary olfactory cortex in that it encodes molecular
features of odorant molecules, such as functional
groups. The anterior olfactory nucleus functions as a
secondary olfactory cortex, creating representations
for particular odorants. Piriform cortex, which was tradi-tionally considered to be the main portion of primary
olfactory cortex, functions as an olfactory association
cortex, learning and storing correlations between odor-
ant representations from the anterior olfactory nucleus
and behavioral and contextual information obtained via
numerous connections with orbitofrontal cortex, ento-
rhinal cortex, and the amygdala.
Human Olfactory Cortex
A recurring theme in the preceding sections of this re-
view has been to stress the importance of conducting
experiments that preserve the natural environment of
the olfactory process. Unrealistic methods of odorant
stimulation and effects of anesthesia can generate in-
conclusive or misleading results (Duchamp-Viret et al.,
2005; Populin, 2005). In the case of the olfactory bulb,
current methods enable recording of neural activation
only in nonhuman animals, and therefore the above lim-
itations are unavoidable. However, in the case of olfac-
tory cortex, modern methods of neuroimaging are open-
ing new windows to brain function. Using methods such
as fMRI or PET, one can measure neural activity over the
entire brain concomitant with performance of olfactory
tasks. Neural activity can then be related not only to
task performance, but also to individual percepts re-
lated to odorant characteristics. All of this can be
achieved under near-natural stimulation conditions
and in the absence of anesthesia. Neuroimaging in its
simplest form can serve to elucidate where in the brain
olfactory processing takes place. Additionally, when
carefully designed, experiments can also answer certain
questions about how olfactory information is encoded.
Piriform Cortex
The first functional imaging study of human olfaction
was a PET study conducted in 1992 by Zatorre and col-
leagues. The authors asked the important first question:
‘‘Where in the human brain does olfactory processing
take place?’’ In a block-design study, subjects repeat-
edly sniffed during alternating 1 min epochs of either
clean or odorized air. Odorant-induced activity was evi-
dent at the junction of the inferior frontal and temporal
lobes bilaterally (the region corresponding to piriform
cortex), in the right orbitofrontal cortex unilaterally, in
the right and left insula claustrom, and in the left infero-
medial frontal cortex (Zatorre et al., 1992). In agreement
with findings from nonhuman animals, this landmark
study pointed to piriform cortex as a functional center
of primary olfactory cortex and to the right orbitofrontal
cortex as a prominent functional center of secondary
olfactory cortex. As we will here detail, both of these
basic findings stood the test of time.
Initial efforts to replicate these findings revealed in-
consistent patterns of activity in piriform cortex, where
several studies measured either a minimal response or
failed to record a response at all (reviewed in Zald and
Pardo, 2000). Considering that in these very same stud-
ies an odorant-induced response was observed in struc-
tures that are anatomically upstream from piriform cor-
tex, the lack of piriform activity was paradoxical. One
aspect of piriform activity that may have obscured the
piriform involvement in many studies is the robust piri-
form response to sniffs without odorant. The mamma-
lian olfactory system conducts rhythmic exploration of
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olfactory snapshot that contains information denoting
either ‘‘odorant’’ or ‘‘no odorant.’’ Furthermore, since
any environment will have its ambient odor, one may
claim that every such snapshot is, in fact, ‘‘odorant,’’
and the system is comparing every snapshot to the pre-
vious one in order to detect change. It is this reality of
olfactory exploration that underlies the robust sniff-
related patterns of activity throughout the olfactory sys-
tem. Experiments using fMRI found a robust human
piriform response to sniffs of clean air (Glover and Law,
2001; Sobel et al., 1998a, 2000) (a response that is not
always evident in PET studies [Kareken et al., 2004]).
Block-design imaging studies typically contrast (i.e.,
subtract) two conditions, one with odorant and one
without. However, if sniffing is held constant across
these two conditions, subtraction of the piriform sniff-
induced activity expected in both conditions may com-
pletely obscure the odorant-induced (independent of
sniff) activity. This phenomenon may underlie much of
the inconsistency in piriform activation seen in func-
tional imaging.
A second aspect of piriform function that may have
served to obscure the piriform activity involves the pat-
terns of adaptation in the neural response. Specifically,
the previously described block-design experimental
paradigm maximizes statistical power. However, due
to the prolonged odorant epochs, this design also max-
imizes the influence of adaptation, which appears to be
especially prominent at the level of piriform cortex. For
example, measuring the exact time course of response
during a block-design study consisting of 40 s epochs
of the odorant vanillin or odorless air revealed that in
piriform cortex there was a large response at the onset
of each odorant epoch, but this response decreased
dramatically by the second sniff. In contrast, the re-
sponse in orbitofrontal cortex remained robust and rela-
tively constant throughout each 40 s epoch of odor
(Sobel et al., 2000). Similarly, administering the odorant
phenyl ethyl alcohol during epochs of either 9 s or 60 s
revealed that whereas the short- duration stimulus in-
duced a similar response in all olfactory cortical areas,
the long-duration stimulus led to different response
properties across regions. In piriform cortex, entorhinal
cortex, the amygdale, and the hippocampus, the re-
sponse consisted of a short phasic increase in signal fol-
lowed by a prolonged decrease below baseline. In orbi-
tofrontal cortex, a sustained increase in activation
above baseline was seen that lasted approximately as
long as the duration of stimulus presentation. The me-
dial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus and the caudate nu-
cleus responded with an increase in signal that lasted
approximately 15–30 s, a duration longer than that
seen in piriform but shorter than that seen in orbitofron-
tal cortex (Poellinger et al., 2001). In other words, these
studies converged to suggest a rapid time course of ad-
aptation in piriform cortex, similar to that measured in
the rat (Wilson, 1998). Once such adaptation was con-
sidered in the statistical models used to analyze the im-
ages, activity in piriform cortex was routinely observed.
The importance of these findings goes beyond solving
the methodological barrier of imaging odorant-induced
activity in piriform cortex, in that they also pointed to a
fundamental aspect of piriform function in the olfactoryresponse. Specifically, the piriform response evolves
rapidly during odor presentation, either significantly re-
ducing its level of response or shifting the temporal dy-
namics of its response toward activity patterns mini-
mally detected by blood flow-dependent measures of
neural activity.
The later introduction of experimental designs con-
sisting of individual sniffs or short-lived stimuli widely
separated in time, referred to as event-related designs,
largely eliminated the effects of adaptation and allowed
for better visualization of activity in olfactory cortex (An-
derson et al., 2003; Gottfried et al., 2002). One aspect of
piriform functional organization that was revealed by
such studies was the functional heterogeneity of this re-
gion (Gottfried et al., 2002; Poellinger et al., 2001; Porter
et al., 2005; Zelano et al., 2005) (Figure 9). Heterogeneity
of piriform cortex is well documented in rodents. In rats,
the lateral olfactory tract has numerous connections in
anterior piriform cortex that dwindle in number as it rea-
ches the posterior portion. Various imaging and record-
ing studies in rats and other mammals have confirmed
differences in the functional architecture and response
patterns of the anterior and posterior subregions (Hab-
erly, 2001). In primates, piriform cortex encompasses
a portion of both the frontal and temporal lobes, and
the lateral olfactory tract projects onto the junction of
the two (Carmichael et al., 1994; Eslinger et al., 1982). Al-
though the dissociation between frontal and temporal
piriform cortex in humans does not anatomically corre-
spond to the anterior-posterior axis in rodents, it was
nevertheless tempting to predict that a functional divide
would accompany the anatomical divide between fron-
tal and temporal lobes. Indeed, the first evidence for
such functional heterogeneity came from Poellinger
et al. (2001), who found that temporal piriform was
more often activated than frontal piriform in response
to passive odorant stimulation. A more detailed picture
of this heterogeneity was revealed by Gottfried et al.
(2002). Using an event-related design, they found that
whereas a posterior temporal lobe portion of piriform
cortex responded equally to odorants independent of
their hedonic value, the response in an anterior frontal
lobe portion was related to the hedonic value of the
odorant. Another study to confirm piriform heterogene-
ity found an attentional influence whereby the expecta-
tion of odor significantly modulated patterns of activity
in frontal, but not temporal, piriform cortex (Zelano
et al., 2005). When subjects sniffed odorless air, know-
ing in advance that the air would be odorless, such sniffs
induced activity in temporal piriform, but only minimal
activity in frontal piriform cortex. In contrast, identical
sniffs of identically odorless air that were generated in
the context of an olfactory search with no preexisting
knowledge concerning the presence or absence of
odor induced significant activity throughout the piriform
cortex. Considering that many previous studies had, in
fact, informed their subjects as to the nature of each
condition in advance, this may have significantly influ-
enced patterns of activity, or inactivity, in piriform cor-
tex. In other words, this attentional influence may be an
additional factor explaining the absence of piriform ac-
tivity in some studies. This is especially true for PET stud-
ies in which the reduced spatial resolution may have
fused results across temporal and frontal subregions.
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tional Heterogeneity in Piriform Cortex
On the top, results are shown from Gottfried
et al. (2002). At the left is the hedonic-sensi-
tive response in frontal piriform cortex,
whereby a sharp habituating response was
found in response to unpleasant odor while
sustained activation was found in response
to pleasant odor. At the right is the response
in temporal piriform that was not sensitive to
hedonic value of presented odor. On the bot-
tom, results are shown from Zelano et al.
(2005). Bar graphs represent integral BOLD
signal values during an olfactory-attended
condition and an auditory-attended condi-
tion. Activation in temporal piriform was not
influenced by attentional state, whereas ac-
tivity in frontal piriform and the tubercle was
significantly influenced by attentional state.
(Adapted from Gottfried et al., 2002, with per-
mission granted by the Society for Neurosci-
ence and from Zelano et al., 2005)Finally, a recent study investigating which brain mecha-
nisms enable the extraction of spatial information from
smell found that only the temporal aspect of piriform cor-
tex contained segregated representations of the input
from each nostril (Porter et al., 2005). Taken together,
these findings converge in pointing to a more basic level
of processing in temporal piriform cortex, relatively unaf-
fected by attentional state, unrelated to hedonic tone,
and tightly linked to nostril input. In contrast, activity in
frontal piriform and the neighboring tubercle appears
more malleable, influenced by both attentional state
and odorant hedonic tone.
With the tools for probing piriform patterns of activity
now firmly in place, one can start to probe piriform func-
tion in specific olfactory tasks. As previously noted, non-
human animal data point to a significant role for piriform
cortex in the forming of olfactory associations or mem-
ories. A general role for human piriform cortex in olfac-
tory memory was initially confirmed in two PET studies
that found greater piriform activation in response to an
odor recognition memory task compared to that in re-
sponse to an odorless control task (Dade et al., 2002;Savic et al., 2000). A recent study by Gottfried et al.
(2004) also implicated piriform cortex in episodic mem-
ory processes. The authors designed a memory para-
digm that allowed them to examine the involvement of
olfactory cortex in cross-modal retrieval processing.
Subjects were initially presented with odors paired with
pictures and were instructed to form associations be-
tween the two. In a subsequent testing phase, pictures
alone were presented, and subjects performed an ob-
ject recognition task. They found that the successful
recognition of old objects compared to the correct re-
jection of new objects was associated with significant
activation in piriform cortex. These findings imply that
representations of the original sensory event are pre-
served in piriform cortex (Gottfried et al., 2004).
Amygdala and Entorhinal Cortex
The anterior cortical nucleus of the amygdala and the
periamygdaloid cortex receive direct projections from
and project information back to the olfactory bulbs
(Price, 1987). The amygdaloid role in olfaction is typically
perceived according to its position in the limbic axes
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ful and aversive stimuli (Davis, 1992). With this in mind,
Zald and Pardo (1997) used PET to measure the amyg-
daloid response to an aversive sulfide cocktail (Zald
and Pardo, 1997). The sulfide odorants produced signif-
icant bilateral amygdala activation. Additional experi-
ments by these authors revealed that pleasant odorants
failed to induce significant activation in the amygdala
and that the amygdalar response may be asymmetric
in that increased unpleasantness was associated with
increased left amygdala activation (Zald and Pardo,
2000). In contrast, Gottfried et al. (Gottfried et al., 2002)
found that negatively valenced odors induced greater
activity in the right rather than in the left dorsal amyg-
dala, rendering amygdalar lateralization inconclusive.
Furthermore, the view that the human amygdala is se-
lectively responsive to negatively valenced events has
been challenged by findings demonstrating that the
amygdala also responds to positively valenced events
(Hamann and Mao, 2002). This has led some to suggest
that the amygdala may be encoding intensity rather than
valence. Although construed as independent entities, in-
tensity and valence tend to correlate in at least two
ways. First, negative stimuli are typically more intense
and arousing than positive stimuli. Second, an aversive
stimulus typically becomes more unpleasant (greater
negative valence) as it becomes more intense. Indeed,
this interaction is so strong that it is often difficult to dis-
sociate intensity from valence. With this in mind, Ander-
son et al. (2003) took advantage of olfaction where stim-
ulus intensity can be dissociated from stimulus valence
(Doty, 1975; Moskowitz et al., 1976). Subjects were ad-
ministered high- and low-concentration versions of
two odorants, the pleasant odorant citral and the un-
pleasant odorant valeric acid. This created four condi-
tions: (1) pleasant intense, (2) pleasant mild, (3) unpleas-
ant intense, and (4) unpleasant mild. These conditions
allowed the authors to conduct a two-by-two factorial
voxel-wise analysis, the results of which suggested
that amygdaloid activity was driven primarily by the in-
tensity, not the valence, of odorants (Figure 10). For ex-
ample, the intense version of the pleasant citral induced
significantly more activity in the amygdala than did the
mild version of the unpleasant valeric acid. Converging
evidence was obtained by Small et al. (2003) who used
a similar experimental design with taste stimuli and
found an increased amygdaloid response to changes in
intensity, but not valence of taste (Figure 10). Although
the converging lines of evidence were together reshap-
ing the view of amygdaloid processing of sensory infor-
mation, a recent study has provided a possible twist in
this emerging picture. Winston et al. (Winston et al.,
2005) replicated the study design used by Anderson
et al. (2003) and Small et al. (2003), but added a third
odorant condition comprised of two neutrally valenced
odors, also delivered at high and low intensities. Their
results suggested an equal amygdaloid response to
the mild and intense neutrally valenced odors.
Immediately posterior and ventral to the amygdala is
the entorhinal cortex, which receives direct input from
the olfactory bulb. Although not as extensively studied
as the amygdala, numerous studies reported activity in
entorhinal cortex in response to odor (Cerf-Ducastel
and Murphy, 2001, 2003; Levy et al., 1997; Poellingeret al., 2001; Rolls et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2005; Weis-
mann et al., 2001), and one study pointed to a specific
enthorhinal role in the encoding of odorant intensity
(Rolls et al., 2003).
Orbitofrontal Cortex
The second prominent finding in the original study by
Zatorre et al. (Zatorre et al., 1992) was an odorant-in-
duced lateralized response in right orbitofrontal cortex.
This pointed to two possible organizational features of
the olfactory system. One is that orbitofrontal cortex is
a prominent site of olfactory processing, and the second
is that olfaction is inherently lateralized, similar to lan-
guage processing. Whereas orbitofrontal involvement
in olfaction has indeed been repeatedly confirmed
(Zald and Pardo, 2000), the nature of lateralization in ol-
factory cortex remains unclear and may be both task-
and valence-dependent.
The orbitofrontal cortex is a major recipient of olfac-
tory projections via a direct pathway from primary ol-
factory cortex and via an indirect pathway from the
dorsomedial nucleus of the thalamus. Patients with orbi-
tofrontal lesions exhibit olfactory impairments (Jones-
Gotman and Zatorre, 1988; Potter and Butters, 1980;
Zatorre and Jones-Gotman, 1991), and neurons in non-
human primate orbitofrontal cortex respond to odorant
stimulation (Carmichael et al., 1994; Rolls et al., 1996;
Tanabe et al., 1975). Converging evidence indicates
a clear role for orbitofrontal cortex in the encoding of re-
ward and hedonic experience (Kringelbach, 2005), and
results from olfactory studies further confirm this view
(Critchley and Rolls, 1996; Schoenbaum and Eichen-
baum, 1995). For example, Critchley and Rolls (1996) re-
corded activity in orbitofrontal neurons of two rhesus
macaques in response to olfactory and visual stimuli,
both before and after food consumption. They found
that seven of nine olfactory neurons that were respon-
sive to the odors of foods, such as black currant juice,
were found to decrease their responses to the odor of
a satiating food in a selective manner. They also found
that eight of nine neurons that had selective responses
to the sight of food also demonstrated a sensory-spe-
cific reduction in their visual responses to foods after sa-
tiation. A similar experimental protocol later yielded sim-
ilar results in human subjects. O’Doherty et al. measured
the fMRI response in orbitofrontal cortex in response to
the odorants of banana and vanilla both before and after
eating banana to satiety (O’Doherty et al., 2000).
Whereas before banana consumption both odorants
induced increased orbitofrontal activity, after banana
consumption, the odor of vanilla continued to induce in-
creased activity, but the odor of banana induced a de-
crease to below baseline activity. Together, these
findings highlight the widely agreed upon role of orbito-
frontal cortex in affective coding and crossmodal inte-
gration (Rolls, 2000).
Orbitofrontal cortex is not one homogenous structure.
This region consists of several anatomical and cytoarch-
itectual subregions, and recent fMRI studies have begun
to probe their functional specificity. A number of studies
previously described regarding their results in the amyg-
dala all looked at valence coding and their findings have
converged in a remarkable way with respect to orbito-
frontal cortex. Together, they suggest increased activity
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446Figure 10. Converging Evidence for Representations of Intensity and Pleasantness in the Brain
Data from Anderson et al. (2003) and Small et al. (2003) found that odor and taste intensity were represented in the amygdala, whereas odor he-
donic value was represented in portions of the orbitofrontal cortex. Data from de Araujo et al. (2005) found that activation in portions of orbito-
frontal cortex was correlated to pleasantness ratings (medial ofc) and unpleasantness ratings (lateral ofc). Abbreviations: From Anderson et al.,
L Amyg, left amygdala; R Amyg, right amygdala; R Med Orb, right medial orbitofrontal cortex; L Lat Orb, left lateral orbitofrontal cortex; Val-high/
low, high/low concentration valeric acid (unpleasant); Cit-high/low, high/low concentration of citral (pleasant). From Small et al., UP-int, unpleas-
ant intense odor; UP-wk, unpleasant weak odor; P-int, pleasant intense odor; P-wk, pleasant weak odor. CLOF, caudolateral orbitofrontal cortex;
ANT OFC, anterior orbitofrontal cortex. (Adapted from Anderson et al., 2003; Rolls et al., 2003; and Small et al., 2003, with permission from Elsevier)in medial orbitofrontal gyrus in response to pleasant
odors and in lateral orbitofrontal gyrus in response to
unpleasant odors (Anderson et al., 2003; de Araujo
et al., 2005; Small et al., 2003) (Figure 10). An analysis
of covariance applied to PET activity patterns measured
simultaneously in the amygdala and orbitofrontal gyri
suggested a functional link between these regions,
both at rest and during processing of an aversive odor-
ant (Zald and Pardo, 2000), and fMRI data suggested
that these regions function in concert during the forma-
tion and extinction of links between neutral visual con-ditioned stimuli and aversive olfactory unconditioned
stimuli (Gottfried and Dolan, 2004). One may ask: by
what route does this olfactory information project from
the ventral portions of the temporal lobe onto orbitofron-
tal cortex; is it via the direct route, or the indirect tha-
lamic relay? Odorant-induced activity is routinely ob-
served in the thalamus (Gottfried et al., 2002; Herz
et al., 2004; Poellinger et al., 2001; Sobel et al., 1999b),
and data from a single lesion patient suggested that
this relay is indeed critical in the hedonic processing of
odor. Specifically, a patient with a dorsomedial thalamic
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lacked the hedonic character of olfactory perception
(Rousseaux et al., 1996).
Involvement of Nonclassical Olfactory Regions
in the Olfactory Response
As with most methods in science, the application of
fMRI entails various tradeoffs whereby one opts for
higher resolution in one dimension at the cost of lower
resolution in another. For example, obtaining higher
temporal resolution will come at a cost of lower spatial
resolution. In turn, one can maintain both high temporal
and high spatial resolution if one limits the area under in-
vestigation. These issues have shaped much of the fMRI
experiments that, to date, have mostly focused on lim-
ited areas, such as the ventral aspect of the brain, with-
out obtaining data from the full brain. However, several
authors have taken advantage of the capacity to also
image the brain in its entirety in order to compare activa-
tion patterns in response to different olfactory-related
tasks.
In the first of these studies, Savic et al. examined ce-
rebral activations during four different olfactory tasks:
smelling of single odors, discrimination of odor intensity,
discrimination of odor quality, and odor recognition
memory (Savic et al., 2000). They found that the smelling
of single odors activated the amygdala, piriform cortex,
right orbitofrontal cortex, and right thalamus. Discrimi-
nation of odor intensity activated the left insula and the
right cerebellum. Discrimination of odor quality also ac-
tivated the left insula and the right cerebellum and also
the right caudate and subiculum. The odor memory
task engaged piriform cortex, temporal and parietal cor-
tices, left insula, and right cerebellum. Their findings in-
dicated that different olfactory functions are mediated
by both overlapping regions and regions that are spe-
cific to each task.
The second study examined cerebral activations dur-
ing judgments of odor detection, intensity, hedonicity,
familiarity, and edibility. Results from this study found
that the right orbitofrontal cortex was activated by all
tasks, and the left orbitofrontal was additionally re-
cruited during judgments of hedonicity and familiarity.
Additionally, judgments of hedonicity and edibility en-
gaged primary visual areas (Royet et al., 2001).
Taken together, these studies depict a network of
brain regions involved in the processing of olfactory in-
formation. In addition to confirming the involvement of
what can be considered the classical olfactory network
of brain regions, such as primary olfactory cortex in the
ventral aspects of the temporal lobe, and secondary ol-
factory cortex in the ventral aspects of the frontal lobe,
these studies revealed odorant-induced activity outside
of these classical substrates. Some of this activity oc-
curred in areas that, although not part of the olfactory
system per se, are nevertheless known to receive olfac-
tory input that is critical to their functional role. One such
region is the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus receives
input from several portions of olfactory cortex, including
the amygdala and deep cells in piriform cortex. In the
majority of tetrapods, the accessory olfactory bulb
also projects to the hypothalamus, where sex-specific
effects of pheromones are mediated. In humans, wholack a discernable accessory olfactory bulb, the hypo-
thalamic role in olfaction is less clear.
Despite arguments about the usefulness of the term
‘‘pheromone’’ in general (Doty, 2003) and its application
to human behavior specifically, there is ample evidence
for the role of chemical sensing in social communication
in humans (Bensafi et al., 2004; Jacob et al., 2002; Lund-
strom et al., 2003; McClintock, 1971). Much of this work
has focused on the odorant androstadienone, a deriva-
tive of testosterone produced in human axillary secre-
tions and present in men at concentrations up to twenty
times higher than those in women. Using PET, Savic
et al. (Savic et al., 2001) found that women smelling an-
drostadienone exhibited activity in the hypothalamus
while men did not. When smelling another compound re-
sembling naturally occurring estrogens, men exhibited
hypothalamic activation while women did not. In a recent
extension of this work, these authors found that this sex-
specific pattern of hypothalamic activity also reflects
sexual preferences. Specifically, gay men differed from
heterosexual men in their pattern of androstadienone-
induced hypothalamic activity (Savic et al., 2005). These
results suggest a possible physiological substrate for
a sexual preference-based response mediated by the
hypothalamus in humans. Hypothalamic activity has
also been measured in response to common odors
and appears to be related to odorant valence and its as-
sessment. Whereas judgments of odorant pleasantness
induced increased PET activity in the hypothalamus,
judgments of odorant intensity did not (Zatorre et al.,
2000). This hypothalamic pattern may be olfactory-
specific, in that valenced olfactory stimuli induced in-
creased PET activity in the hypothalamus, but valenced
auditory stimuli did not (Royet et al., 2000).
Whereas the hypothalamus was already a well-char-
acterized recipient of olfactory information, imaging in
human olfaction studies has revealed several neural
structures that appear to be odorant-responsive, al-
though these structures have not been previously impli-
cated in olfaction. One example, very familiar to all those
who practice in the field, is the odorant-induced activa-
tion evident in portions of the posterior parietal lobe that
are typically associated with processing of vision. Al-
though the dynamics of this robust pattern of odorant-
induced activity await full characterization, it has been
suggested that it may be related to the visualization of
objects related to particular odors (Djordjevic et al.,
2004; Royet et al., 2001). A second example of unex-
pected odorant-induced activity in a nonolfactory area
is the consistently measured odorant-induced activity
in the cerebellum. Although it is a structure traditionally
associated with motor function, numerous studies have
reported activation in the cerebellum in response to
odors (Small et al., 1997; Sobel et al., 1998b; Yousem
et al., 1997). The cerebellar odorant-induced activity
consists of an anterior cerebellar portion in which activ-
ity reflects sniffing regardless of odor and a posterior lat-
eral area where activity reflects odorant presence (Sobel
et al., 1998b). Modulating the frequency of sniffing mod-
ulates the frequency of activity in the anterior cerebel-
lum, and modulating the concentration of odor modu-
lates the extent of activity in the posterior lateral areas
(Figure 11). Considering that the cerebellum had never
before been implicated in olfaction, one may question
Neuron
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the sense of smell. This question has been addressed
in three recent studies of patients with cerebellar le-
sions. All studies converged to suggest an olfactory im-
pairment following cerebellar lesions (Abele et al., 2003;
Connelly et al., 2003; Mainland et al., 2005), and one
study of patients with unilateral lesions found that the
impairment was greater in the nostril contralateral to
the lesioned cerebellar hemisphere, suggesting a
crossed functional path from nose to cerebellum (Main-
land et al., 2005). This last study further implicated the
cerebellum in the control of sniffing in the context of
an olfactory task. Additionally, an fMRI study that looked
at cerebellar odorant-induced activation in healthy
young and older adults found that the decrease in olfac-
tory functioning associated with older age was accom-
panied by reduced levels of odorant-induced activity
in the cerebellum (Ferdon and Murphy, 2003). Taken to-
gether, these imaging and lesion findings suggest that
the cerebellum is functional in olfaction.
Finally, full brain studies have been used to probe not
only what brain regions are involved in different olfactory
tasks, but also how the brain response may differ as
a function of odorant source. Specifically, odorants
can be sensed both through the nose (orthonasal) or
through the mouth (retronasal) (Murphy et al., 1977). In
this respect, the olfactory sense is unique in that it
senses stimuli that are both in the external world and
in the body (Rozin, 1982). Small et al. (Small et al.,
2005) asked whether identical odorant stimuli would
be processed through different brain mechanisms
when perceived by one path or the other. The authors
delivered four different odors using two methods of
odorant delivery; a nasal cannula was placed at the ex-
ternal nares and another, with the help of endoscopy, at
the retropharynx. Thus, odorants were delivered either
orthonasally or retronasally, with no differences in so-
matosensory stimulation. Orthonasal delivery led to in-
creased activity relative to retronasal activity in the in-
sula/operculum, thalamus, hippocampus, amygdala,
and caudolateral orbitofrontal cortex. Retronasal deliv-
ery led to increased activity relative to orthonasal activ-
ity in the perigenual cingulate and medial orbitofrontal
cortex in response to chocolate, but not lavender, buta-
nol, or farnesol. This result further raises the possibility
of an interaction with the odorant’s representation as
a food. These fMRI findings provide convincing evi-
dence for the view of olfaction as a ‘‘dual modality sys-
tem’’ (Rozin, 1982) that uses separate neural substrates
to generate a percept ascribed to either the mouth or the
external world.
Lesions of Olfactory Cortex
Whereas results from neuroimaging can tell us whether
a brain structure is involved in a particular olfactory task
and, when carefully applied, can tell us how different as-
pects of activity relate to different aspects of task be-
havior, these results cannot tell us whether the particular
structure is necessary for the task at hand. Such infor-
mation is typically obtained through lesion data. Careful
characterization of postlesion behavior has enabled pin-
pointing critical neural substrates of various abilities,
most notably language (Broca, 1861). However, be-
cause testing the sense of smell is not likely to be firston the list of most neurologists’ postincident protocols,
human lesion data in olfaction are sparse. That said,
reviewing the available data does point to some con-
vergence: patients with lesions including the medial
temporal lobes often have normal olfactory detection
thresholds and are able to discriminate odors based on
intensity (Eichenbaum et al., 1983), but cannot discrimi-
nate odors based on identity or perform odor memory
tasks such as delay match-to-sample and odor recogni-
tion (Dade et al., 2002; Eichenbaum et al., 1983; Eskenazi
et al., 1983; Henkin et al., 1977; Rausch et al., 1977;
Zatorre and Jones-Gotman, 1991). In many cases, these
deficits were found only when odorants were presented
to the nostril ipsilateral to the lesion (Eskenazi et al.,
Figure 11. Fourier Transform of Sniff-Induced and Odorant-Induced
Activity in Separate Aspects of the Cerebellum for the Same Subject
during the Same Scan
The subject sniffed once every 5 s (0.2 Hz), and odorant presence
was alternated with odorant absence every 40 s throughout the
320 s scan (0.0125 Hz). Whereas the primary frequency of activity
in the central lobule was that of sniffing, the primary frequency of ac-
tivity in the posterior semilunar lobule was that of odorant presence
(smelling). (Adapted from Sobel et al., 1998b, with permission
granted by the Society for Neuroscience)
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4491986; Zatorre and Jones-Gotman, 1991). Patients with
lesions including the orbitofrontal cortex also generally
exhibit normal detection thresholds, yet possess defi-
cits in olfactory identification (Jones-Gotman and Za-
torre, 1988), quality discrimination (Potter and Butters,
1980; Zatorre and Jones-Gotman, 1991), and memory
(Jones-Gotman and Zatorre, 1993). When performing
the UPSIT test, patients with orbitofrontal lesions per-
formed worse than those with temporal lobe lesions, al-
though both groups performed poorly (Jones-Gotman
and Zatorre, 1988). In conclusion, the previously de-
scribed nonhuman animal data suggested that olfactory
bulb processing may be sufficient for odorant discrimi-
nation and that later cortical structures are involved in
only higher-order processing of olfactory information.
However, the neuroimaging data combined with the hu-
man lesion data converge to suggest a key role for ven-
tral temporal structures in the process of odorant dis-
crimination and identification.
Final Word
Reviewing the human fMRI literature has forced us to
ask: ‘‘What has this method contributed to our under-
standing of olfaction?’’ At first glance, we would say,
‘‘Not enough.’’ That said, in its relatively short tenure
this method has generated remarkably consistent re-
sults regarding the overall systems-level neural map of
olfaction. We can now say, with significant confidence,
which brain structures are involved in the overall olfac-
tory response, and we can say with some confidence
which brain structures are involved in some particular
aspects of the response, such as coding the hedonic
tone of an odorant. Some of this information was previ-
ously available from animal studies, but not all of it. For
example, the brain-wide temporal dynamics of adapta-
tion, the inherent lateralization of the response at several
levels, and the involvement of cerebellar and parietal
mechanisms in the response were all previously un-
known. However, this mapping of the system was the
first step in an endeavor to elucidate systems-level pro-
cessing of olfaction. Naming the players in this game
was important, but figuring out the rules of the game is
the goal. Can functional imaging of the human brain be
applied to elucidate the neural coding beyond gross
mapping? We think that the answer is ‘‘Yes.’’ In part,
this effort will follow the constant improvement in imag-
ing methods. As both spatial and temporal resolution
improve, so will the specificity of the questions one
can apply. However, even with current methods, one
can manipulate experimental design in an effort to probe
coding. This, however, is only one aspect of what leads
us to highlight the value of humans as an animal model
for the study of olfaction at the systems level. It is the
possibility of obtaining a verbal percept, matching it to
behavioral performance, and linking all of this to activity
patterns of multiple neurons in vivo and single harvested
neurons in a dish, together with whole-brain patterns of
neural activity obtained during natural sniffing without
anesthesia—all potentially collected not only from the
same species, but also from the very same individual—
that render this animal model so particularly appealing.Acknowledgments
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